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DATE & TIME
LOCATION
GOVERNORS PRESENT

QUORUM
OTHER ATTENDEES
CLERK
APOLOGIES
STATUS

Full Governing Body Meeting
Tuesday 9th June 2020, 18:00-20:00
Virtual Meeting - Zoom
1. Jo Corbett (JC) – Vice Chair
6. Ben Lambert (BL)
2. Lisa Marshall (LM) – Vice Chair
7. David Karp (DK)
3. Maddie Southern (MS) – HT
8. Anne-Marie Williamson (AMW)
4. Louise Wilkinson (LW)
9. Sarah Shaw (SS) – SBM
5. Niamh O’Shea (NO’S) – AHT, PR
5 (of 10) Governors (50%) needed for the meeting to be quorate. The
meeting was quorate.
Lorna Cummings (LC) – Head of School HR & Associate Member, Ben Scott
(BS) – Prospective Governor
Belle Howard (BH)
Tim Pulham (TP), SN – Prospective Governor
Open

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
AGENDA ITEM
2. Minutes of Last Meeting
3. Co-opted Governor
Appointment
4. Head’s Report

7. Reports From
Committees

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
 2a. FGB Meeting Minutes (Pending Approval) – 28th April 2020
 2b. FGB Action Log
 3. BHCC Co-opted Gov Application Form Aug 18 - Ben Scott









4a. Spring Term Head's Report (Spring 2020)
4b. Safety Protocols For Staff, Parents & Carers
4c. Public Health England RA - June 2020 (03.06.2020)
4d. HJS Online Training For Support Staff
7a. DRAFT Leadership & Management Committee Minutes – 5th
May 2020
7b. DRAFT Curriculum & Outcomes Committee Minutes – 7th
May 2020
7c. DRAFT Safeguarding Board (HJS Only) – 14th May 2020
8a. Summary of Parents & Carers Home Learning Survey
8b. Home Learning Parents & Carers Survey Results – 21st May
2020
8c. Case Study - SEND Differentiation of Home Learning
9. Governor Monitoring Visits - Summer Term 2020





10a. HJS Behaviour Policy Appendix Covid-19 June 2020
10b. Bereavement Policy
14. DRAFT HJS Governance Meeting Dates 2020-21



8. Home Learning Parents
& Carers Survey

9. Governor Visit
Monitoring – Summer
Term
10. Policy Review
14. AOB





Questions raised, red. Points agreed, blue. Confidential items, pink. Updates to supporting documents, highlighted.

#
1

AGENDA ITEM
INTRODUCTION

ACTIONS

1.1 JC opened the meeting at 18:05 with a warm welcome to participants. JC
particularly welcomed prospective Co-opted Governor, Ben Scott.
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1.2 Apologies received an accepted from TP. Subsequent to the meeting,
apologies were also received from SN, prospective Co-opted Governor.
1.3 No new/urgent business was raised and there were no conflicts of interest
declared.
1.4 JC noted the agenda today was particularly full and advised that discussion
would focus on the following priority areas:




2

New Governor appointment
Heads Report – JC expressed thanks to Governors for submitting
questions in advance
Parents & Carers Survey
Covid-19 Update

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING
2.1 Approval


Governors reviewed the minutes from the last meeting on 28th April
2020.



Governors agreed that the minutes were a true and accurate record.
o



Action 2.1.1 – Sign paper copies of the minutes from 28th April
2020 and leave in the school office FAO of BH.

JC

BH explained that the minutes from the Extraordinary FGB meeting on
1st June 2020 were still being drafted and would be included as a paper
at the next meeting.

2.2 Matters Arising


There were no matters arising.

2.3 Actions


Signature

Governors considered the following action from the previous meeting:
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Governors agreed that all actions had been completed with the
following comments/exceptions:
o

Item 2.1.1 – Sign paper copies of the minutes from 11th
February 2020 and leave in the school office FAO of BH. (JC)
Status – Pending: This action is yet to be completed.

o

3

Item 8.1.3 – Follow up with Governor Support re the LA
Governor vacancy, with a view to identify potential
candidates. (BH)

Status – Pending: This action has been partially completed,
however, Governor Support have yet to respond to the request.
BH to continue to follow up.
CO-OPTED GOVERNOR APPOINTMENT
3.1 BH invited Ben Scott to share brief summary of his experience and why he
would like to join the Board as a Co-opted Governor:

Signature



BS introduced himself as follows:
o BS moved to the Hove area in March and has a degree in History
and Travel & Tourism.
o BS has 2 years’ experience as a Pastoral Assistant at St Albans
Cathedral, working primarily with children/young people.
o BS also has a degree in Theological Studies.
o BS is currently working part-time at a local funeral directors,
alongside parish responsibilities at two local churches – St
Phillips and St Barnabas, both in Hove.
o BS has a passion for education and improving the lives of young
people and previously ran a youth drama group.
o BS as experience in observing various governance/trustee
meetings.
o BS is keen to become a Governor in a local community school in
order to his develop skills/knowledge, as well as positively
impact the lives of young people.
o BS has a keen interest in the wellbeing of children, particularly
with regards to safeguarding vulnerable children and SEND
provision.



Governors then introduced themselves to BS.



BS then (virtually) exited the meeting, whilst Governors deliberated.



Governors unanimously agreed to appoint BS for a 4 year term as a Coopted Governor, through to 8th June 2024.



Governors then welcomed BS back to the meeting and congratulated
him on his appointment.
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BH then outlined the following next steps:
o BH to advise Governor Support of the new appointment.
o BH to initiate on boarding administration activities, e.g. email
address set up, website updates, provision of access to online
induction training (NGA), share key information etc.
o SS to complete the DBS check process.
o LM to co-ordinate internal induction support, e.g. role overview,
committee allocation, GVO training, assign a buddy etc.



4

Action 3.1.1 – Follow up with Sylvia New to confirm whether she
would like to proceed with being appointed as a Co-opted Governor.
HEAD’S REPORT

BH/LW

4.1 Introduction

Signature



MS summarised the format of the Head’s Report, which includes the
following sections, as aligned to the Ofsted Framework:
o Theme 1 – Leadership & Management
o Theme 2 – Quality of Education
o Theme 3 – Behaviour & Attitudes
o Theme 4 – Personal Development
o Theme 5 – Improving Outcome for Pupils



Theme 1 – Leadership & Management:
o The report highlights the work recently completed related to
Subject Leadership.
o Key focus area is supporting the progression of core knowledge
and understanding.



Theme 2 – Quality of Education:
o Priority area as output of the recent Ofsted inspection in
February is the continued foundation focus on helping pupils to
build and connect knowledge over time.
o Report includes examples of the core knowledge sheets recently
created by NO’S.



Theme 3 – Behaviour & Attitudes:
o Attendance – Spring 1 was 96% (PR – 96%, HR – 95%)
o Bullying – 7 instances at HR and 9 instances at PR.



Theme 4 – Personal Development:
o Ongoing participation in IQM cluster group.
o Electronic provision mapping has been introduced to improve
the monitoring of the SEND provision.
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Theme 5 – Improving Outcomes for Pupils:
o Reading continues to be a whole school strength and a highlight
in this analysis
o Maths attainment is a whole school strength and improving.

4.2 Questions Raised By Governors On GVO

Signature



MS directed participants to the following Governor questions on GVO:



NO’s further explained that during SLT meetings, Ben Esposito provides
regular updates on the home learning provision on Google Classroom,
which is being regularly monitored. This includes monitoring how
children are utilising the comments section of Google Classroom.



MS noted that the home learning platform utilised by WHIS is Seesaw,
which provides leaders with detailed statistical data. Ben Esposito is
exploring the feasibility of obtaining similar analysis for Google
Classroom and is working to obtain administrator access to enable this.
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MS explained that feedback and marking expectations have been made
explicit to teachers and is regularly being monitored by the SLT team,
particularly focussing on consistency between year groups/classes.



MS expressed high levels of confidence in the provision of personalised
work for SEND pupils, where Maths and English intervention teachers
have developed learning resources specific to the needs of EHCP and
SEND pupils.

Date - 7th July 2020
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MS noted that some parents/carers of SEND children had not been
aware that their child was already accessing differentiated work when
they responded to the recent home learning survey.



MS advised that Charlotte Wallace (Inclusion Manager, HR) conducted
initial case studies for a sample group of SEND pupils and was able draw
some insights on the provision being offered to these pupils.



AMW asked – are there any actions that have arisen as a result of the
parents/carers survey result “52% of parents/carers have indicated that
they have not accessed differentiated work for their child”? MS
reflected on following themes that have arisen from recent analysis:
o Some children experience a lack of parental engagement or
ability to facilitate their home learning – these children have
been given the opportunity to come back into school.
o Lack of access to laptops for SEND pupils – the LA are currently
only providing laptops for Children in Care (CIC), at the primary
school level. Other disadvantaged pupils are only being
provided with laptops at secondary school level. Paper home
learning resources continue to be sent home for SEND,
vulnerable and other pupils with access issues.
o Some survey questions are misleading – further thought
needed when designing surveys to ensure clarity of
understanding.
o Charlotte will be conducting more extensive case study work
on SEND pupils with a view to explore any further support that
the Inclusion Team can provide.



DK thanked MS (and Charlotte) for the comprehensive case study work
and analysis completed in response to the parents/carers survey and
the extent to which issues are explored and followed up on.



MS noted that the LA are planning to conduct further analysis on
disadvantaged and SEND pupils and their access to learning as a direct
result of the Covid-19 pandemic. MS reflected that the school therefore
has an advantage, as extensive work has already been conducted in this
area.
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MS shared the online training schedule for support staff.



MS noted the need to develop additional training on home learning for
staff, particularly with regards to staff learning on how to create video
based lessons for pupils.



MS reflected that not all pupils respond to lessons on slides/sheets and
as the timeframe for home learning continues to extend, the need for
more interactive lessons/learning becomes increasingly important.

Date - 7th July 2020
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AMW reflected that the Year 3 home learning sheets have become
increasingly engaging, with a greater level of variety and emphasis on
creativity.



MS then noted the need to support WHIS Year 2 pupils transitioning to
Year 3 at HJS. These pupils are familiar with the Seesaw application for
accessing their home learning, so it is important that the school
replicate this home learning experience for them.



DK asked – would teachers at HJS be interested in further understanding
the pedagogy related to remote learning? NO’S reflected that many
staff would be very interested in developing their knowledge in this
area. Staff regularly respond to feedback and work proactively to
enhance the home learning provision.



NO’S noted the high amount of pressure that staff are currently under,
so it is important that a balanced approach is adopted when exploring
home learning pedagogy further. JC agreed and expressed the need for
remote learning pedagogy to be explored within the context of the
school’s priorities and targeted outcomes.
o

Action 4.2.1 – Share information on remote learning pedagogy
with NO’S/MS.

DK/JC

4.3 Covid-19 Update
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MS noted that a general Covid-19 update has been included in the
Head’s Report and shared the following key information:
o A recent statement from the LA has been shared with
Governors, which included examples of FAQs.
o The LA is due to announce its decision with regards to
whether schools in Brighton & Hove are able to proceed
with plans for wider reopening.



LC provided the following update on HR:
o The HR site has now been reopened to key worker children
and staff are now back on site ahead of more pupils
returning from Year 6.
o Staff briefings have been held on site this week, where the
safety protocols and risk assessment were shared.
o Classrooms are now being made ready for the Year 6
bubbles.



JC reflected that the school now has a thorough risk assessment in place
to help the school determine its readiness to open safely and asked –
should the LA provide approval, is the school no ready to reopen? MS
confirmed that it was.
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BL noted that a Hove Partnership Governors meeting is scheduled to go
ahead this evening and asked – are Headteachers exploring the
feasibility of proceeding with reopening against LA advice? MS
explained the Headteachers have been discussing this, however the
school cannot proceed with reopening against LA advice as this would
risk invalidating the school’s liability insurance as well as the school’s
risk assessment process.



MS noted that a number of parents/carers have expressed frustration
with the decision for schools not to reopen more widely this week.
Some parents/carers have misinterpreted this as a decision taken by the
school, rather than the LA, due to the wording in last week’s statement
from the LA. MS explained that the school is taking steps to ensure
clear messaging to parents/carers, i.e. that the LA (rather that the
Headteacher/Governors) led this decision.



BL shared his observations that a number of families have opted
discontinue lockdown measures, out of sheer frustration this week,
whereby children have been mixing freely.



MS reflected that this will no doubt be a challenge to manage when
children do return to school – the priority will be to guide children in the
school’s safety protocols and ensure they feel and supported safe at
school.



MS noted that incidents of safeguarding, exclusions and racial incidents
have been detailed in the Head’s Report.

GOVERNANCE
5.1 Governor Vacancies & Recruitment


LW advised that the Governing Body currently has the following
Governor vacancies:
o
o
o



LW then shared the following update on the Co-opted Governor
application received from SN, prospective Governor:
o
o
o

Signature

Co-opted x2
Parent x1
LA Governor x1

SN’s application was received and LW spoke with her last week
to explore her suitability for the role.
LW explained that SN is a retired teacher who is heavily engaged
in the local community.
LW advised that SN will therefore be invited to attend the next
FGB meeting, should she wish to proceed with being appointed.
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LW also advised that she is speaking with other potential candidates,
although their application forms have yet to be submitted.



LW advised that Brighton & Hove Magazine have recently been in
contact to advise that the school’s Co-opted Governor vacancy would
shortly published in the next issue of the magazine.

CHAIR OF GOVERNORS ELECTION
6.1 Nominations


BH advised the Board that a single nomination for the Chair of
Governors role had been received – Lisa Marshall & Louise Wilkinson
(as a joint candidates).



BH requested any further nominations, but none were received.



LM and LW both shared brief statements on why they would like to
perform the Co-Chairs of Governors roles.



LM and LW then withdrew from the virtual meeting.

6.2 Co-Chairs of Governors Appointment


Governors deliberated and then unanimously agreed to appoint LM and
LW as Co-Chairs of Governors for a 1 year term.



Governors then welcomed LM and LW back to the meeting and
congratulated them on their appointment.



7

Governors noted that JC will remain in post as Vice Chair – this role is
not due for re-election until the Autumn Term.
REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES
7.1 Leadership & Management Committee


Signature

LM directed participants to the draft Leadership & Management
Committee minutes from 5th May 2020 and shared the following
update:
o SS shared a Finance update during the meeting and advised that
further to the £203k carry forward that was reported at the end
of the last school year (2018/19), a surplus of £124K is expected
at the end of the 2019/20 academic year. However, the three
year plan currently indicates significant deficits thereafter.
o Final Budget Plan was submitted to the LA on 22nd May.
o Additional costs as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic continue
to be logged by SS – further clarification awaited as to whether
the Government will cover the full extent of costs incurred for
the school, e.g. including lost income.
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o
o
o

o

Admissions – the risk of potential budgetary impacts were
explored as a result of falling pupil numbers.
Staffing – discussion focussed on the reporting of staff absences
vs working from home during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Health & Safety – the school remains up-to-date from a risk
assessment perspective. LM is performing the interim H&S Link
Governor role.
Policies – the Financial Management Policy, Financial Scheme of
Delegation and Lettings Policy were all reviewed and approved
by Governors.

7.2 Curriculum & Outcomes Committee


LM directed participants to the Curriculum & Outcomes Committee
meeting minutes of 7th May 2020 and shared the following update:
o Curriculum Action Plan – NO’S shared an update which
focussed on the steps being taken to address the feedback
received as output of the recent Ofsted inspection, i.e.
extending the coverage of knowledge across subjects/year
groups.
o Home Learning Action Plan – Governors recognised the wide
range of pupil experiences of remote learning during lockdown.
Key focus has been on teaching core subjects and ensuring
pupils establish a learning routine.
o Pupil Welfare – Governors considered actions being taken by
the school to support the most vulnerable pupils as well as
explored plans for transitioning all children back to school. LW
celebrated the significant level of effort by staff to produce high
quality learning resources for pupils.
o Home Learning Parents/Carers Survey – discussed some of the
key themes that arose. LW and DK have scheduled a virtual
Home Learning Visit with Ben Esposito for 2nd July 2020.

7.3 Safeguarding Board (HJS Only)


Signature

MS directed participants to the Safeguarding Board meeting minutes of
14th May 2020 and shared the following update:
o The meeting was attended by LM (interim Safeguarding Link
Governor) and BL.
o The meeting was limited to Governors from HJS only, as HJS and
WHIS are currently navigating safeguarding issues that are
sensitive and unique to each school.
o This meeting follows a set agenda to ensure adequate coverage
of a range of priority safeguarding focus areas.
o The Covid-19 appendix to the Child Protection & Safeguarding
Policy was approved by Governors.
o Participants discussed the Vulnerable Pupil Register, which is
being closely monitored by the Inclusion Team.
o A case study on the provision for a child in care was discussed.
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7.4 Chairs of Committee

8



BH advised that minutes from the Chairs of Committee meeting on 2nd
June are still being drafted and will be shared at the next FGB meeting.



A confidential discussion then occurred.

HOME LEARNING PARENTS & CARERS SURVEY
8.1 MS shared the following update:


MS directed participants to the ‘Summary of Parents & Carers Home
Learning Survey’ document created by NO’S, which was distributed
ahead of the meeting.



Per earlier in the meeting, MS advised that the SEND results have been
investigated in detail, as the responses seemed disproportionate to the
level of support/provision being provided by the Inclusion Team.



MS highlighted the key parent/carers survey headlines as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Signature

The majority of parents are happy with the amount of work
being posted on Google Classroom.
High levels of children are completing the core-subject work.
The majority of children are spending 2 or more hours on home
learning.
A high proportion of SEND children are not accessing
differentiated home.
There is a lower completion of non-core subject related work
Some parents are still reporting that the amount of feedback
they are getting from teachers is unsatisfactory (but may not be
aware of where to access it)
Many parents report feeling supported by the Inclusion Team
and class teachers.
Some parents have commented that the resolution on the slides
can make it difficult to access the work.
Some parents continue to request video tutorials or Zoom
lessons.



MS noted that some parents have needed some technical support on
how to access teacher/pupil feedback in Google Classroom.



MS also noted the need to explore the percentage of parents/carers
who are able to access School Ping as most communication is
distributed in this way. It may be that some families are struggling to
access this and therefore have missed key updates/signposting to
support.
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JC asked – can a tutoring session on Goggle Classroom/Google Drive be
created in video format and shared with parents/carers? NO’S advised
that this is already in place on YouTube and that teachers have been
sharing links to these.
o



Action 8.1.1 – Check whether links to Google Classroom video
user guides are available on the school website.

NO’S

NO’S shared the following summary of actions that have been taken as
output of the Home Learning Parents/Carers Survey:
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

Year groups have decided on Summer Term topics and are
planning foundation subject work accordingly.
Summer topic overviews for each term have been shared with
parents.
Class teachers have spent time guiding parents to the individual
feedback section in order to access personalised comments.
Members of SLT are being guided by Class teachers to children’s
work where ‘virtual stickers’ can be awarded for effort and are
monitoring Google Classroom regularly.
Foundation subject slides are now being included in the set
assignments with the clear messages to parents that children
are to ‘do what they can’ with ‘no pressure to complete
everything’.
Tasks on the Google Classroom slides have been more spaced
out to improve resolution and make the tasks easier to access
and follow.
More video tutorial links have been included as a scaffold into
new maths objectives/as a reminder for previously taught
objectives.



LW expressed thanks for the way in which Year 6 lessons have been
developed this week to include content on the BLM movement. NO’S
reflected that all year groups been engaged with and responsive to
current affairs and committed to share this feedback with the staff
teams.



AMW echoed this feedback and particularly celebrated the coverage of
the BLM movement in the recent Inclusion Newsletter.

8.2 The following discussion occurred:


Signature

BL noted that references to Zoom arose 30+ times in parent/carer
survey responses and the ongoing impact of Covid-19 will likely mean
that teachers/pupils will increasingly want to utilise interactive channels
for learning.
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BL reflected that Years 3-5 will not likely return to school until
September and asked – are the LA are likely to review the use of
Zoom/virtual learning platforms for conducting lessons? MS reflected
that one of the biggest challenges in terms of exploring live or video
lessons will in fact be the availability of teaching staff to support this.
Upon the return of Year 6 pupils to a socially distanced model, staff
capacity will be significantly diminished, particularly with regards to PPA
time to manage the Google Classroom provision, e.g. in terms of giving
pupils feedback.



AMW asked BL – do you mean the opportunity to introduce live lessons
or videos of recorded lessons? BL reflected that it would be beneficial
for pupils to have access to live lessons, with children on mute. BL
considered the possibility that lessons will not in fact fully return to
normal until the New Year. DK noted that current research may not
necessarily confirm that live lessons are the best model for achieving
effective home learning, however they may have other benefits from a
social and wellbeing perspective.



JC noted that it is important to remember that many children do not
have access to technology at home and the provision of virtual/Zoom
learning provision may in fact further extend the divide in pupil
progress.



AMW asked – what proportion of paper based learners do not currently
have access to online learning resources? MS advised that in excess of
200 pupils are currently receiving paper learning packs at home. The
key issues driving this are:
o No access to a suitable device, e.g. laptop, tablet, mobile etc.
o Multiple children within a family competing for use of just 1
device.
o No access to printers at home.



AMW asked – has the school asked parents/carers again whether they
continue to need paper learning lacks? MS reflected that it would be
helpful to explore this again as the volume of printing is significant, both
in terms of printing resources and staff capacity to deliver the packs.



BL asked – have the pupil/teacher phone calls this week been scheduled
in response to the home learning parents/carers survey? MS explained
that the pupil/teacher calls have been scheduled for Tuesday and
Thursday this week, following parent/carer feedback in the survey. BH
advised that approximately 50% of the available slots have been booked
thus far, likely because many parents/carers have previously had
contact with teachers and therefore do not needed an additional
appointment.
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BL asked – would it be possible for a virtual parents/carers evening
before the end of term? MS reflected that staff probably will not have
the capacity to support this, particularly given the need to draft a large
volume of end of year reports this term. MS noted that two parents/
carers evenings have already been held this school year. MS reflected
that if there are further delays in the schools reopening, this could
potentially be explored.
o



MS/LC

DK reflected on the need to ensure that parents/carers feel that their
feedback is taken seriously and acted on by the school.
o

Signature

Action 8.2.1 – Issue a communication to parents/carers to
remind them that they are able to arrange to speak to their
child’s class teacher, should they need to.

Action 8.2.2 – Draft a parent friendly update on the home
learning survey results in the next parents/carers newsletter
on Friday.



BL asked – have we directed responded to any negative/constructive
parent/carers comments in the survey? MS advised that this is not
possible as parent/carers survey responses are anonymous.



AMW reflected on Question 10, where 35% of survey respondents (9)
indicated that they did not feel supported by the Inclusion Team. AMW
asked – could this be explored further during the SEND case study
analysis that is currently in progress? MS reflected on the range of
targeted communication and support being provided by the Inclusion
Team, e.g. a dedicated Inclusion Team email address, the issuance of
Inclusion newsletters, phone calls being made to 200+ SEND/vulnerable
families etc. MS advised that this would be further investigated
through a follow up SEND home learning parents/carers survey.



BL asked – do we need to reconfirm to parents/carers that in line with
the recent communication from the Government, the school will not be
reopening more widely to Years 3-5? JC reflected that this could be
addressed in the Governors Newsletter, which is due to be issued before
the end of term. MS explained that the key next step will be to await
further communication from the LA, which is due tomorrow. MS
advised that initial plans for Years 3-5, included onsite transition activity
over a 2 week period before the end of term, whereby children in these
year groups would have had the opportunity to reconnect with their
previous teacher and meet their new teacher. The transition planning
approach for these year groups will need to be reconsidered and will
likely need to be scaled back.



MS advised that no teachers are leaving the school at the end of this
school year.
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JC reflected on the feasibility of a class photo for Year 6 leavers and
asked – could a photo montage be arranged for them? MS advised that
Class 6 Blue have already created a photo montage and advised that this
example is being shared with other Year 6 teachers, with a view for
them to replicate this approach.

GOVERNOR MONITORING VISITS – SUMMER TERM
9.1 JC noted the following visits have been scheduled in the Summer Term:





Safeguarding – SCR Check, Safeguarding Audit & CPOMS Review (9th
July)
SEND – Home Learning & Y6 Onsite Provision (13th July)
Home Learning – 2nd July
Health & Safety – 12th June

9.2 JC also advised that the Maths Governor monitoring visit has been delayed
until the Autumn Term. At that time, JC and DK will meet with Ashley SeymourWilliams and Charlotte Hudson (HR and PR Maths Leads).
10

POLICY REVIEW/APPROVAL
10.1 Behaviour Policy – Covid-19 Addendum


MS explained that the school have leveraged a model policy document
from the LA and personalised it for HJS.



Governors considered the Behaviour Policy – Covid-19 Addendum,
which was distributed ahead of the meeting and agreed to approve.

10.2 Bereavement Policy
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MS advised that the Bereavement Policy for HJS has been developed
leveraging a model example from West Blatchington Primary. The
policy includes a range of resources for supporting pupils and families
through bereavement.



Governors considered the Bereavement Policy, which was distributed
ahead of the meeting and agreed to approve.

HEALTH & SAFETY UPDATE
11.1 MS noted the following:

Signature



The recent risk assessment process has ensured that a thorough review
of health & safety practices has been completed.



LM now has an H&S Governor monitoring visit scheduled for 12 June.
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SAFEGUARDING UPDATE
12.1 Governors agreed that Safeguarding has already been addressed earlier in
the meeting and no further discussion was needed.

13

TRAINING UPDATE
13.1 LM highlighted the wide range of online training resources now available
from the NGA eLearning platform as well as the access Governors have been
given to The Key, (a website with a wealth of helpful governance resources).
13.2 DK explained to BS that Governor Support normally provide a
comprehensive range of high quality training and development opportunities for
Governors, which has currently been limited due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

14

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
14.1 BH directed Governors to the list of draft meeting dates for 2020/21.


Action 14.1.1 – Advise any proposed changes to the draft HJS
Governance meeting dates for 2020/21.

All
Governors

14.2 The next FGB meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 7th July 2020, 18:00.
14.3 DK expressed thanks to BH for all of her recent support to the Governing
Board.
14.4 The meeting closed at 20:16.

ACTION SUMMARY
ITEM
2.1.1
3.1.1

4.2.1
8.1.1
8.2.1

8.2.2
14.1.1

Signature

OWNER
JC

ACTION
Sign paper copies of the minutes from 28th April 2020 and
leave in the school office FAO of BH.
BH/LW
Follow up with Sylvia New to confirm whether she would
like to proceed with being appointed as a Co-opted
Governor.
DK/JC
Share information on remote learning pedagogy with
NO’S/MS.
NO’S
Check whether links to Google Classroom video user
guides are available on the school website.
MS/LC
Issue a communication to parents/carers to remind them
that they are able arrange to speak to their child’s class
teacher, should they need to.
MC/LC
Draft a parent friendly update on the home learning survey
results in the next parents/carers newsletter on Friday.
All
Advise any proposed changes to the draft HJS Governance
Governors meeting dates for 2020/21.
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DUE DATE
7th July 2020
7th July 2020

7th July 2020
7th July 2020
7th July 2020

7th July 2020
7th July 2020
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